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JOIN CUP
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by Cord Staff Reporter
The Cord Weekly made official application for
membership in Canadian University Press at a regional
Editors conference held at Ryerson Polytechnic Institute last week end. The Cord was represented by Editor
in Chief, Mike Morris; Managing Editor, Dave Toole
and Graphic Designer Pete Case.

three years we
ferent objectives
.ean said, and in
tated I can only
ision to withdraw
this organization
•rime objective.

Although this university is not a member of the
nation-wide university news service, CUP President Sid
Black extended the invitation so that Cord officials
would be able to become more fully aware of the benefits
of CUP.

by R. James Chernecki

LESS
Three leaders in Canadian education and one of North America's
leading churchmen will be awarded honorary degrees at Waterloo
Lutheran University's fall convocation tomorrow, it was announced by
Dr. William J. Villaume, WLU
president and vice-chancellor.
The university's new mace will
also be dedicated and used for the
first time at the ceremony. A total
of sixty-two degrees will be conferred by Waterloo University College and by Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary.

underers

Waterloo
Kitchener
U A R E
SH

The Canadian Union of Students should re-examine its position and determine its objectives
and it is time that the organiza-

5-4766

Convocation address will be given
by Ontario Minister of Education,
Hon. William G. Davis, who will
receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

The WUC application wil1 not be officially ratified
until the national conference in Vancouver during the
Christmas vacation, although the Cord will be able to
derive benefits from CUP within the next few months.
Canadian University Press is presently entering its
26th year of organization and is the oldest Collegiate
Press Service in the world. The national office in Ottawa
prepares and distributes to its membership, news stories and features from across Canada on a cooperative
basis within the framework of its members.
At a meeting of the WUC Student Board of Publications preceding the conference inToronto, it was decided that the Cord should make application for membership in CUP.
At the conclusion of the conference proceedings,
Editor of the Ryersonian Ray Biggart and Editorial
Writer, Mike Graham met with the WUC delegates to
discuss various aspects of a college newspaper both
from the technical aspect and news reporting.

1963, Miss Cana·
ty Snow Queen

Also receiving Doctor of Laws
degrees will be Rev. Dr. Franklin
Clark Fry, president of the Lutheran Church of America, chairman
of the central committee of the
World Council of Churches, and former president of the Lutheran
Council Treasurer, said "The Stuby Peter J. Broadfoot
World Federation; and Dr. Albert
dents' Council looks favorably upon
Cord News
W. Trueman, director of the Canefforts of this nature by campus orada Council since its ineeption in
At the first Sophomore Class I ganizations".
19'57 and the former president of
the University of Manitoba and the Meeting on Tuesday, it was decided
It was also decided that the
that the class would pay the first
University of New Brunswick.
Freshman
debt of $173.00 be met
year membership fees for the Cord
The honorary degree of Doctor of Weekly into Canadian University by the sophomore class.
Letters will be conferred upon Pro- Press.
The final item on the agenda was
fessor A. S. P . Woodhouse, head of
the
election of officers. Sandy KenTim Ray (Politics II) first moved
the department of English, Univernedy and Heather McDonald were
that
only
$100
be
paid
by
the
class
sity College, University of Toronto,
elected to the posts of Secretary
and head of the School of Graduate but after considerable discussion it and Treasurer respectively. Ken
was
decided
that
the
class
would
Studies, U. of T.
Andras took the WUS post by acpay the entire sum.
clamation and Chuck Bailey was
Later, Wally Schranz, Students' elected to CUS.

SOPHS TO PAY CUP FEES

Woodhouse

SUPPORT P&6

WATCH CKCO-TV
''SING OUT" FRI. 9:30
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"ON CAMPUS"
WITH LOFFT &
MUNN

YOU HAVE A DATE
FRIDAY,

OCT. 18 -

SATURDAY,

OCT. 19 -

MONDAY,

OCT. 21 -

TUESDAY,

OCT. 22 -

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 23 -

Dance, West Hall Recreation Room, 8:30
The W.L.U. weekly radio show
p.m. Everyone welcome.
"On Campus" has decided to come
out of hiding and the prospects for
Football, Hawks at O.A.C.
the year look promising. Flexibility
Autumn convocation; auditorium.
will be the keynote of the year, inat 9:00 a.m. until Friday, Oct. 25 noon, cluding a wide range of topics, mixed with news, views and interviews.
nominations for campus queen.
These should combine to make the
IVCF Intervarsity Christian Fellowship show a more than effective means
of communication with the general
Room 3C8 1:30 - 2:30.
public and student body. Station
IVCF Room 2C6 12:30- 1:30.
CKKW will carry the show on SunChoir Rehearsal, Music Room 4:30 - 5:30. day nights at 10 p.m.

Back from last year to act as
OCT. 24 - Art Exhibit on campus, all day.
hosts
and producers will be Alan
- IVCF 1C15 4:30 - 5:30, meeting.
Lofft and Fred Munn.
-Lutheran Students 6:30 - 7:30 seminary
Mr. Lofft has a wide background
building.
in the entertainment field including
one year in Radio Technology at
OCT. 25 - IVCF, Room 3C8, 12:30 -1:30.
FRIDAY,
- Dance, Recreation Room, Girl's Dorm., the Ryerson Institute of Technology. His presence in the show last
8:30 p.m. Everyone welcome.
year gave the show a much needed
SATURDAY,
OCT. 26 - Football, Hawks at R.M.C.
shot in the arm.
EEN
N
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Students
Fred Munn, displayed a decided
CAMPUS QU
omma Ions are 0 e an e m
talent for topical news and editorial
council office during the day from Oct. 21 to Oct. 25. Nominations must talent last year.
be signed by the nominee and two nominators. The judging will take
Both students will do some interplace at "Northern Lights" on Nov. 1.
views, choose music, introduce

On page seventeen
Handbook, we are info
coholic beverages are n
in residence. The
given is - "these
their foundation in
Subject to correction, II
derstanding that any
ty-one years of are
consume alcohol in hil
idence. If this be the

THURSDAY,

NOTICE -

Perhaps the most
iency is the lack of
How much longer will
of this school be obi
arrangement can be
students can get pro
ery to their residenct
week and not be forced
at inconvenient hours
ary-type mail call.

Have any of you
and generally steer the our beautiful Women'
only partially filled!
The strong department
that the antiquated
As last year, sports will be hand- have dissuaded many II
led by Dave Henry. This was the students from livinr
strongest department of last year's. that some sort of
edition. Dave was always on the maintained, but an
spot for important events and was curfew is ridiculous.
rarely late with the results of gam- few and leave
es played away from home.
brought up to date
The female host has not been de- those of other
cided upon yet, but it is hoped that
Shari Graham will fill this vital spot.
Campus Canada, a regular feature of the show, will include news
of other universities and national
news with particular learning on
campus life across Canada. This
have a purpose 1
will be handled by Doug Dixon.
Peter Gadsby will drop in from
Last week, several
time to time to handle film reviews
have
survived despite
of special interest to students.
The producers hope to be able to deficiencies of this
proached me compla
offer some coverage of Student
food we are being
Council Meetings with on the spot cafeteria was not fit
interviews.
reprimanded them au
by Barry Dickson, Cord Features it most certainly WIL

Please keep off the grass in the area between the Torque guests
show.
Room and the Student Union Building.

TREASURERS
ORGANIZATION
Requests by clubs and organizations for money and budget reports must
be in by Tuesday, Oct. 22, at 6 p.m. to W. Shranz or Students Council.
-Student Union.

Would all interested please watch
for announcements concerning the
practices on the bulletin boards?
by Sandra Kennedy

The choreographer for the show
is Mrs. Roy Officer and auditions
The annual search for talent on for this were held. Those who hope
our campus has begun. The Purple
to dance in this year's production
th
1
· t Sh
an d Gold Vane Y
ow, e annua are cordially invited to do so. Prevcontribution to the legitimate
ious experience isn't necessary; it
theatre has held auditions and cast is only requested that you have an
this year's production: L'il Abner. interest in this field.
Jim McLaughlin, producer and
Ron Radkowiec, orchestra conMrs. Carol Traviss, director, chose
ductor,
is pleased with the turnout.
the following people as leads in the
play:
Abner - Brian Russell
Daisy - Pauline Thompson
Pappy - John Adams
Sam - Jim Beer
Earthquake - Andy Burgess
Mammy - Edith Blakey
Available Jones - Court Johnston
Bullmoose - Dale Behnke
Doris Baulch, in charge of the
chorus said that the turnout has
been very favourable, however they
are still in need of female voices.

FREE

STUDE
SCHOOL
hours a day

BLANK
NO

Ll

PICK-UP and DELIVERY for CLEANING and
TAILORING
MINOR REPAIRS

SPECIAL STUDENT
Suits and Dresses
Skirts and Pants

RATES
-

707 Belmont West, Kitchener

-

$1.30
.55

Compare at 1.40
Compare at .65

Phone SH. 3-4196

TA
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This week I will champ:
major grievances of those
who live in residence.
On page seventeen of the
Handbook, we are informed
roholic beverages are not
in residence. The reason
given is - "these regulatiou
fheir foundation in provincial
Subject to correction, it i
lerstanding that any penaa
y-one years of age or
onsume alcohol in his plate
ence. If this be the case,
re those students who are
.'ot allowed this right?
Perhaps the most irritati111
!ncy is the lack of mail d.
ow much longer will the at·
this school be obliged to
:o st Office's work? SurelJ
rangement can be made
udents can get proper maU
~Y to their residence six
eek and not be forced to
inconvenient hours for a
-type mail call.
ave any of you wondered
beautiful Women's Resld-11
ly partially filled? Could
t the antiquated curfe·
~e dissuaded many of oar
dents from living there7
t some sort of curfew
intained, but an eleven
ew is ridiculous. Until the
and leave regulatlo
ught up to date and in lint
e of other Universitl
men's Residence will n
d to capacity.
nd what is to become of
nd" in front of West Hall?
g to become a permaneat
leaves and debris or d
e a purpose?

W.U.C. HISTORY CLUB

Crime Clique
by T. T. Scott
testimony by one Joe Valcated that organized crime
:y entrenched in Canada.
the first time the full story
d of the Organization at
This story was revealed to
by the initiate who imwent into hiding on the
Willison hall. He has. since
and rumour has It that
trapped at the laundromat,
to a dryer and spun to
.e bo~y being disp~s.ed of
'undation of the addition to
building.
MCret name of this organizaously known only to the
CLOSANOSTRIL. Memkno\\11 to each other by the
ndshake in which members
grasp each others left
lllth their right hand and
twisting with a counter
motion, break it. This is
to keep members from aswith each other. The ruler
tightly knit organization is
Ollly as- Sweetie Pie. Dis-

cipline and collection are handled
by a local organization of hoods
known as the Nova Doma Patriarch
which aims to cause many people
to pout as they increase the people's burden.
The organization has many
sources of revenue. One of these
is the "number racket" based on
the number of the hymn sung at
Chapel each morning. Another is
book-making obviously successful
as evidenced by the prices in the
Bookstore. The protection racket is
very well organized being collected
from every student each fall. The
local hotels are also used to get at
under-age students who are then
blackmailed into living in Residence.
Now that at least part of the
story has been told it is to be hoped the student body will band together and stamp out powerful
underground organization and cliques at W.U.C.
P.S. Thought for the day. In this
country a man can only have
one wife - - - that is known as
monotony.
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Expensive Task
Red haired, thirty years old, 305
pounds, Mr. Reppen is a resident
of Toronto. He has been selling cartoons to the Toronto Star since his
early teens. He is trying now to
make the change from cartooning
to art and sculpture. Despite a
growing Canadian interest in art,
an artist's biggest problem is money. Artists have major expenses Mr. Reppen spent $3500.00 on frames alone last year. There are other
difficulties too. "There is always
the frustration of trying to portray
satisfactorily what you are painting." Mr. Reppen described this
frustration as "always walking a
tight-rope." He hopes to receive a
grant from the Canada Council by
1965 to continue his work in Israel.

1963, Miss Canaty Snow Queen

Reppen's Bookstore

BLANKET ACCIDENT up to $500.00
LIMIT

further submitted
·<>t think that the
and accomplishsubstantiated the
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ACCIDENT COVERAGE
NO

ARTIST REPPEN
COMES TO
KITCHENER

The organizational meeting of
the W.U.C. History Club has been
held. Professor Loren Calder, the
club's faculty advisor, was chairman for the evening. Discussion
by D. Golem
centred around the constitution and
Cord Feature
the tentative schedule of events for
So you think that you're not inthe forthcoming school year. A new
terested
in art! We had the pleasslate of officers was selected as
ure of meeting Jack Reppen down
follows:
at 50 Queen St. S., and we found
President - Dan McMaster; Vice- his display to be extremely interPresident - Bert Goegginer; Secre- esting. "You must cultivate a liktary - Charlotte Broome; Treasur- ing for art," he says. "It's like
er - John Shaw and Public Rela- learning to read. You start with
tions Chairman - Violet Reis.
simple works and work up." He
explained some of his paintings to
us, notably, a simple drawing called
"Contemplation", and a sophisticated "Spanish Arch". The latter is
7~
a prime example of the way that
Mr. Reppen builds up his paint to
create a three dimensional view. He
has mixed sand, bamboo strips, and
48 King St. S., Waterloo
even glass into his paint to create
the desired effect.

STUDENT SICKNESS AND ACCIDENT
PROTECTION
AT PLAY

McLean
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volvement that Goodings wanted
a full-time job.

TIMES

SICKNESS COVERAGE
MEDICAL BENEFITS, SURGICAL BENEFITS, ANAESTHETIST, SPECIALIST BENEFIT
AMBULANCE EXPENSE, DIAGNOSTIC EXPENSE, MATERNITY BENEFITS
Immediate Hospital Expense Benefit for foreign and non-resident students

The Landmann Bookstore includes a variety of popular paper backs
and a number of practical books on
topics such as religion, marriage
and sex. The store also stocks several of the books on the Philosophy
20 course and some interesting psychological works. Perhaps Mr.
Landmann's prices are determined
by a different publisher.

(Students should enroll with the O.H.S.C. upon arrival in Ontario)

NO LIMIT TO THE NUMBER OF TIMES YOU MAY USE THE PLAN

Food
Fast Service
Meal

w,

ENROL

TO-DAY

TO

INSURE

YOUR

FUTURE

ENROLMENT FORMS INSIDE PAMPHLET- PICK UP YOUR PAMPHLET AT
STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE, STUDENT UNION BLDG.
JOHN INGLE, ADMINISTRATOR, 700 BAY STREET, TORONTO EM 4-4114
WALLY SCHRANZ YOUR W .U.S. CHAIRMAN

Sponsored by World University Service of Canada
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS LOW COST

-$15.00

PLAN

Married, Spouse and children- $3o.oo

{ieotge KaJwell
Records and Hi-Fi
SH. 4-3712- Waterloo Square

*
10% Student Discount

I.
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18th, 1963

THE CORD WEEKLY

EDITORIAL.
THE

NEED

FOR

COMMUNICATION

As stated in the news story on the front page of
the CORD this week, this newspaper has made application to join Canadian University Press. This is an organization to which we should have belonged years ago.
To a great number of students at WUC, the words
Canadian University Press signify nothing. The original thought is "so what". What value is this organization to me while I attend Waterloo University College.
Should this university have been a member of
CUP, we would have been able to rectify two mistakes
which the university press committed this year alone.
In a release sent out by the national office dated Sept.
24, 1963, it was announced that the World University
Service Treasure Van wou'ld be opening their tour for
the year at Carleton University in Ottawa. This was incorrect as Treasure Van opened at WUC. Canadian
university newspapers were misinformed and we were
not even aware of the mistake until last week. Far too
late to ask for a further release which would correct
the error. The second instance was the tragedy which
befell our campus in September when Daniel Nash passed away as a result of a traffic accident. University
newspapers to some extent tied this death in with an
initiation stunt. This again was not true. On both these
occasions had we been a member of the university news
service, a release with the corrected information coutd
have been sent to the national office at CUP.
As a member of CUP, we will also receive news of
events from other campuses across Canada and around
the world. They will receive our news ... In short, this
_ university will no longer be iso1ated.
· In the ·ensuing weeks, you will be hearing more
about the services of the Canadian University Press.
When it meets at Christmas in Vancouver, we hope that
the application by the CORD will be ratified by the
member newspapers. We hope to receive the value of
CUP before the meeting and are working with Mr. Sid
Black, the National President, to achieve that end at
the present time.
THE

CORD
WEEKLY
-is published by the undergrad students of WUC of Waterloo Lutheran University.
Editorial opinions are those of the Editors and do not necessarily reflect those of
the University Students' Council.
Phone: 744-5923
:Editor - Michael J. Morris

Office : Student Union Building
Managing Editor - D. G. Toole
Publications Chairman - J. Dean

Waterloo J1owling J:.anej
14 Princess Street West
5 Pin University College League starts lues, Oct. 15 at 5 p.m.
OPEN BOWLING -

Saturdays - All Day -

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES -

Sundays 1-6

5 cents less per game

'----------------------------_JJ

"L'Editors"

Dear Sir,

The title of :llr.
"Touche" suggests to
Dear Sir,
phere of subtle
I write in violent objection to a phisticated reproof.
column written by one John Hor- air seems restricted
man in the Oct. 3rd edition. The head. The body of
column was mainly concerned with
spewing forth a pack of lies about
McMaster University, a fine institution of which I am a recent grad- competence.
uate.
Whatever small
As last year's President of the able case he rna)' ha
Edmund Burke Club at McMaster, the Canadian Army
I thoroughly resent the shy impli- COTC in particular
cation that we, the organizers, were in the welter of pe
not aware that certain vicious left- and flagrant abu~e
wing (Communist, I suspect) ele- presented.
ments were intent on sabotaging
His knowledge of
our conservative search for truth. TC is abysmal. In f
Instead, if memory serves me cor- ance of any differen
rectly, Mr. Horman was one of the two plans is plain!!
saboteurs. That you would allow TC does not subsid'
such an obvious threatener of our
free way of life to darken the print
of your illustrious newspaper is
most distressing. Have you no patriotic fervour left in your heart?
Insulting
Mr. Horman's insulting remarks
about the performance of the Liberal Party in Model Parliament
were obviously born out of envy.
The Liberals were, by far, the most
impressive political party on campus. Indeed, despite the irony of
the party's name, it was obvious to
we of the Edmund Burke Club that - - - - - - - it was only the members of the
Liberal Party that were properly
qualified for membership in our organization. And as events on the
federal scene have recently demonstrated (e.g. the realistic decision
to acquire nuclear arms in order to
protect our free enterprise way of
life from the ravages of the Communist menace), the Liberal Party
does truly represent genuine rightwing conservatism. The Liberals
are to be congratulated in their
wisdom.
Yours truly,
C. Glenn Tenpenny
Toronto, Ontario

Dear Sir,
TO THE POOR MAN WITH GIRL
PROBLEMS
I make the assumption that the
four columned adolescent article
which was featured on the second
page of last week's Cord was written by a freshman, for surely someone that has gone to this institution
or any other university beforehand,
would not waste their time and the
readers time and energy on such
juvenile information. I give credit
to Ann Landers for printing the
same, concerning tips for dates, to
a thirteen year old. Maybe the unknown child had other intentions
and his pursuits were orientated into the direction of opening the eyes
of our fellow classmen in regard to
cleanliness and dress, or maybe for
the sake of filling up space in our
newspaper.
Ilia Lehtla, Arts '64

original problem u
a lack of wealth, b
improper distribut
tion of this wealth
He saw the Bra
sy as an example
economic plannlnr
areas, a view takea
mists of today.
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The title of Mr. McLeod':
"Touche" suggests to me u
phere of subtle mockery
phisticated reproof. Howe
air seems restricted to h'
head. The body of his a
fine example of what h
calls stupid unnecessary
and disgusting administra
competence.
Whatever small complain
able case he may haYe had
the Canadian Army in g·
COTC in particular, wa
in the welter of petty
and flagrant abuses, he so
presented.
His knowledge of ROT P:
TC is abysmal. In fact, h
ance of any difference
two plans is plainly a
TC does not subsidize stUdii!IIILI
merely provides summer
ment by the Army for
students. ROTP is subsi
students involved in th
ceive allowances to cnabl
go to College in order to
leaders in the Canadian
qualifications for such a
are vigorous and includ
acteristics of flexibility,
and intelligence, attribut'
believe he lacks.
Sincerely,
Peter J.

Sir,
Mr. Bill McLeod should
eflect that the gentlcm
ames appear on the Hon
bur main lobby were me
COTC.

right to say in print th·
did in your Oct. lOth I
Sincerely,
J. M. Clark (rna
Officer Command

Keuper Says

"Garbage"
Ed. Neigh
Pm.e.

at WUC.
The label was given in
er's speech to the
'ontario Development
lh teeting in Stratford recen
Besides his headline-m

Watch
the

with
Bill McLeod

IBUTION TO
ANARCHY

I When other groups such as Social
Credit in Quebec and Western Canhas Iada and the independent Conserva-

disturbing ripple
.g across the Waterloo tive group on our campus hit the
political war path, trouble follows.
•!nation of an independent Those responsible for these moveparty could conceiv- ments are usually warped on poor
our present neatly bal- souls with no education- Caoutte,
ical equilibrium. When Douglas, Aberhart, etc.
the individuals inThey have caused the chaotic
political state in this Country since
1962 and a number of their Provining that one of the cial legislative actions have been
mbers could be naive set aside as unconstitutional.
nly and enthusiastiThis column is not suggesting
Lester Pearson's Lib- that the independent conservatives
years and then flip- do not have a legal right to do what
a right wing lunatic they have done. However, it is opdn't quite succeed in enly stating, that they don't have
ode! Parliament with a the moral right to do what they
army thugs and now have done. They are, possibly unemploying more dev- knowingly, setting out to destroy
One of the other mem- a system which has made it pos·n involved with right- sible for them to exist.
groups for years and
If these groups continue to spring
ition can be explainup we could be faced with a situation similar to that which occurred
in France before General De Gaulle
'cal set up is neces- became dictator.
Of more urgent concern is our
tem is ideally and
practical for three own Model Parliament. Is this, and
·o major parties have other groups of crackpots going to
~ area in the middle be allowed to make a mockery of
it? It was teetering on the brink of
disaster last fall but it was saved
r labor to be adequate- by some honourable, sensible men,
in either party be- Bernie Rubenstein, Robin Russell,
annat lobby for par- Pete Homenuck, etc.
At present the idea seems to be
ting support. The
f voting as the party to pat these little upstarts on the
onable valid excuse head, smile knowingly, and hope
nee of the N D P. In they will grow up. This approach
in our three might work, but lets be very careful.

McLean

further submitted
·ot think that the
and accomplishmbstantiated the
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Dear Sir,

volvement that Goodings wanted
a full-time job.

walls
by Garth Wilson
When passing the various bulletin boards, a multiplicity of notices
will arrest your attention. Amid
these, some respecting school regulations, others inviting your interest in a particular political society, you will find those that extend an invitation to the meeting of
one religious club or another. I ask
that these be not ignored, rather
consider carefully your busy schedule and see if on occasion one of
these religious functions could be
given an hour of your time.
Perhaps where religious matters
are concerned you a1·e of the opinion that you are not well versed in
this area. This might make you
feel apprehensive with respect to
the religious. However, consider for
a moment the fact that any individual who has found a vital faith
has at one time or another been an
inquirer. Consequently your inquiries are invited taking into consideration the possibility of your lack of
knowledge in this field.

find your place. There are persons
embracing the belief that to be religious or live a life in devotion to
God is not compatible to manliness,
much less intellect. On the contrary,
an examination of history proves
otherwise. By way of example let
us consider the history of the
Church, for therein we are provided with personalities who were dedicated to God not to the loss of
their manhood or sacrifice of their
intelligence. May I refer you to
Augustine, Aquinas, Luther or Calvin to cite a few examples. The
foregoing were stalwarts, who
through their strength of character and prowess in scholarship, as
indicated by their writings, made a
very valid contribution to history.

three years we
ferent objectives
.ean said, and in
tated I can only
ision to withdraw
this organization
'rime objective.

Religious Clubs

Fellow students considering what
has thus far been asserted may I
present to you for your thoughtful
consideration the various religious
clubs of this university. I also hope
that you will deem it a very integral part of your student life to
consider the claims of God on your
life. A warm reception will be afforded you when visiting any or all
of the various religious societies
represented on campus•.
In addition to what previously
has been stated if any persons
should desire expression for the
reasons why she or he is of a particular faith he is urged to contact
Faith and Reason
Then too, it is possible that you Garth Wilson via the Cord office.
have already formed opinions regarding systems of faith and wor1
ship. With this in mind it is hoped
3
that these decisions have been made
by Pauline Thompson
on the basis of analysis or careful
consideration of the beliefs which
WOMEN UNITE
The very few of you fairer sex
religious groups embrace. Criticism
or judgment is not valid unless who attended the election assembly
preceded by a thorough examina- on October 8th ought to be justly
tion. This principle is applicable in ashamed of yourself and your sex.
any area including the spectrum of Did you young damsels notice how
many women candidates there were
the sacred.
There
is
yet
another
category
in
in
Junior and Freshman Classes'
by G. Pout Macdonald
which it is possible that you might potential executive? Well, for the
It \!l~\.~'; Q~ C'. 1\.M.P- \on Hamilton City Council, John I
benefit of those disin.te.t:es.te.d..la.dies..
MEJIIBERSHIP JMunro aoandoned tbe tl.red c1lcbe-l .
"
t' ,
t't
who did not attend the assembly,
DRIVES
ridden approach of many of our s~on on a conserva lve cons 1 u- there were no female candidates.
guest speakers, and spent two-an d- hon.
Do you realize, maids, that all
Opinion was split as to the possiwas the scene this I a half-hours answering questions
the key positions of student govof
entering
the
elections
for
bility
annual "joiners" game. from both partisan and non-partiernment on this campus are headed
Model Parliament.
rty stalwarts wheeled san sources.
by the other sex. Certainly we must
Some
present
felt
that
the
"con"ad nauseam", exadmit that males do have their
Dealing with "bi-culturalism",
tudent body to join the Economic Development Agency, servative" philosophy on campus place on the campus but, where is
could
best
be
served
by
the
forming
club.
NORAD, and such current "hot po- of a non-political "conservative" ours? We women have the necestatoes", as "pensions", he was able club with the aim of bringing in sary intelligence and "savoir faire"
to give balanced, rational answers,
to be an integral, essential and
.trength - - - there was which to this observer showed great prominent "conservatives", and ac- functioning part of our university
quainting
the
student
body
with
e ralliement", the ICP, promise of a bright future for this
government.
their philosophy.
parties.
young politician.
Our achievements can be as great
At this time the argument has
the 31-year-old Libor
greater than those males who
not
been
resolved.
All
persons
who
for Hamilton East, and
are interested in "conservatism" continuously seek election to these
secretary to the Min- ICP HOLDS MEETING
as positions. Perhaps we could, at
.enship and ImmigraThe independent conservative are asked to .contact T. T. . Scott
.
least, make an attempt to secure a
party
held
an
organizational!
soon
as
poss1ble
so
a
dec1s1on
can
impressive visitor to
post. Why not? It's our school too.
meeting last Wednesday evening.J be made.
eeently.

Woman

ODY POLITIC
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try purpose and
mly issue with
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working Liberal for the T. T. Scott, one of the founders of
which included 5 terms the movement gave a brief discus-
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Peter's Platitudes

.£;,pka~J.Ji eJI~

with Peter Gadsby

WATERLOO

You've gone and done it now. You've upset me.
You probably don't even know why, you bunch of
stupids. Well the time has come.
Peter Rempel writes a column for the Cord
Weekly. It is called "At Random with Pete Rempel."
Sometimes it's O.K. Sometimes it's anti-religious.
Sometimes it gets in. Sometimes it gets cut. Peter
Rempel does not, however, write Peter's Platitudes.
You know why? Because I do. My name is Peter F.
Gadsby, and I am shy, humble, unassuming, mild-mannered, backward,
clever and above all, glory-hungry. For three weeks have I stood by,
smiling condes·c endingly, as shallow souls flocked around Peter Rempel
congratulating him for his latest Platitudes.
Thursday was the last straw. In the dining hall lineup a naive
freshette remarked to a friend, "Rempel's column is great this week, all
about a Jewish girl in love with a Priest."
Consumed with rage I blurted out, "That's my column, my Jewish
girl, and my Priest, damn you, and I am not Peter Rempel!" Then I ran
out, tears welling up in my eyes, and fled to Willison Hall and got under
my bed.
I hope I have at last established the fact that I am not Peter
Rempel. I don't have an Abe Lincoln beard; or a purple leather jacket;
or W ellingtons. I suppose I could scotch-tape Brillo pads to my face but
if it rained I'd get all soapy. You'll just have to take me as I am. Cleanshaven, sneaker-shod and everything nice.
So much for bitterness. Have you heard about the TROUBLE at
Willison Hall. Upon arriving there some weeks ago I discovered it is
a privilege to take a shower. House rules read, "No television or shower
privileges during quiet hours." I used to think that a shower was a necessity. So when they talk about those dirty guys at Willison Hall we
really don't have much of a come-back. The problem is that we have
noisy showers that bother the fellows who you know are a studious lot.
So we are protected, by being allowed to have showers only at certain
times, like during supper or during class or at seven o'clock in the
morning. When the times that I'm around and can legally have a shower
coincide I'm never dirty. Pity the poor Seminarian with the slogan
"Cleanliness is next to Godliness" taped to his wall." He'll never even
get close!
You know why they took down the other clock in the dining hall?
Because nobody could see it. So now they've got a plastered-over hole up
on the wall. Frankly I'd rather not see a clock than a plastered-over hole.
Gee, there sure was a crowd out last week watching them put the
antenna on the new building. I hope they get good reception.
Getting back to Willison Hall, being timid has its disadvantages.
As I mentioned we have great lengths of time called "Quiet Hours".
Logically, I guess, the rest of the time is called "Noisy Hours." During
these times we have to be noisy. My problem is that I can't get noisy
on cue. From 10 - 11 p.m. is the noisiest hour. Everybody runs around
and tells each other how great it is not being quiet. I think people think
I'm some kind of a retard because I don't get noisy when I'm expected
to. I thought about getting one of those New Year's noise makers or a
horn to be noisy with. Or at exactly 10 I could run out in the hall,
explode a cherry bomb, scream a string of obscenities, and then run
back in and lock the door. I think I'd rather stay timid.
We could cut down the dining hall tie-up if we divided the student
body in half and each group ate on alternate days. It was just a thought.
Peter F. Gadsby

{iitl~
PRE SEASON WINTERBOOT SAVINGS

This week only you can save 15% on your
winterboot purchase at

Le Tapis Rouge Shoe Salon
203 King St. S. at John

SH. 3-1271

HOUSEWARES

•

GIFTS
"We
Cut

•
Keys"
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StuduU

from Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. -

Sunday to

liEN HOA INN
Famous for Chinese and Canadian Cuisine in
Relaxing Atmosphere of the Exotic East
FOR RESERVATIONS and HOME DELIVERY
Phone 742-4488 - 742-4489
Corner Bridgeport & Weber

iaymnnb :!lustral
114 King St. S.

- Waterloo

for a complete display and demonstration of GibSOII
and Banjos by the "Gibson Man"
October 18th and 19th

A good sweater 111 a
pleasant, war• cOlo
panion these crisp
days. In our emporilll
will be round IIIIJ

genuinely 1'riend1J,
and 1'latter1DI
styles in a wealth ot
excellent yarns,
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TAILORS
•
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LADIES
SPORTSWEAR
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Evaluation needed if CUS to succeed

D
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THREE PRESIDENTS CRITICIZED
The Ca·nadian Union of Students should re-examine its position and determine its objectives
and it is time that the organizaL! - -
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is the main: aim, then it is time
they spent less time runnig contests and making travel arrangements for university students to
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Queen Victoria, cuius ad effigiem non tantum meicre far est,
find myself amused. And what could be more amusing than
d Independent Conservative Party? We are, at this time,
with baited breath for their manifesto. But we suspect that
push Barry Goldwater for 19"64, disregarding the fact that,
Yanks, they couldn't vote for Mr. Goldwater even if they
Where do they get their membership? Mr. McLeod reports
n Conservative ranks locally. On the other hand, we are given
that certain prominent Liberals have bolted. Also, it's
t we have noticed no sign of Social Credit lately. Vive Real.
much for the lighter side of politics. If the I.C.P. cannot get
as & party, I hope that they will still consider organizing as
satire club.
g to more basic concerns, the dining hall, while giving reasas compared to other institutional cafeterias, has a big fault.
has to wait in line more than half an hour for food. This is
and seems to be due to inefficient management. For exnone lady is expected to dish our four different items at
e line up. Not being Superman, she naturally is not able to
e coffee is another bottle-neck. Most students, if they are
and louse things up, have to be slow in pouring coffee. In
•U have people coming into the line to get a second cup of
the coffee were dispensed at a place outside the line, this
u!d not exist. I remarked to a fellow reverand seminarian
on who designed the counter must have been a very eminent
The other reverand seminarian replied that a theologian
·bably have done a better job.
g of the reverand seminarians, it is appropriate to report
movements in the seminary. One seminarian, who is too
allow me to use his name, tells me that when I see a semiup to Willison to leave many boxes of various sorts, that I
ve to ask what is in them. They will be full of all sorts of
in a glas he hadde pigges bone". Admittance will be charged
.o wait to view the relics, but be it known that if you view
I have several years knocked off your term in paradise. Of
don't have a Pope in the Lutheran church. But that only
each seminarian is infallible. But the most mysterious rite
t practiced only in a small, dark chamber behind the rec. We will not give too many details, as it is still a little
But I can tell you it involves a very complicated apparwe do is inveigle an innocent freshmen to act as the "conHis part is very simple. Ours is a little more complicated.
.crew, or the wheel, just a very small turn, and then ask
voice: "Do you confess now, my child?"

THE SOPHOMORE CLASS
of Waterloo University College proudly presents
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Juno & The Paycock
Premiers at W.U.C.
by Richard Rooke

the closing words of the play, "th'
whole world's-in a terr--ible state
o' - chassis!"
Maureen Fitzgerald did a fine job
with the characterisation of Juno,
the only strong and constant figure
in the play. She can be as mean and
sharp as a cork-screw one minute
and in the next show a touching
concern for her children. But even
she seems to hav a heart 'turned to
stone' by the rush of catastrophes.
Captain Boyle, played by Robert
Christie, does an ample job as the
'Paycock' of the play - a drinking,
swaggering, rearing boy-0, who
with Joxer Daly, acted so very naturally by Gerard Parkes, did much
to keep the play alive during the
opening acts. They echo their own
epitaph in the words "where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise".

Only a medium sized audience
was present to view the first major
theatrical production of the year,
Juno a.nd the Paycock, presented by
the Crest Theatre Foundation of
Toronto. The curtain opened to reveal the 1922 world of Dublin, Ireland, a land split by the dangers
and turmoil of Civil War.
After a slow first few minutes
the tempo began to quicken, and a
noticeable lift was evident when
William Brydon playing the part of
Jerry appeared. The director, Mr.
Bufano, made clever use of foreshadowing in the final glimpse we
get of the Boyle family. The characters were well spaced and hinted
at later developments. Johnny The World is Chaotic
The end of the play showed the
stands thoughtfully at the door
listening for footsteps, whilst Mary break-up of the family order. Johnand Mr. Bentham sit cosily by the ny is found out to be a traitor and
principles are destroyed, Faith is
fire.
thrown in the face of Jerry when
Griefstricken
he is told that Mary is pregnant;
In the second act the shadows the material values disappear when
deepen and the tragic vein slowly the furniture is removed and reliinterjects itself into the play with gion lies in small pieces on the floor
the grief of Mrs. Tancred, who in the shape of the shattered Virgin
mourns for her lost son.
Mary Captoin Boyle, the Peacock,
In the last act, Juno's world, the unseeing chaotic figure who
which she has been trying to ce- cannot even be truthful to himself
ment together blows apart. Her son has the last say in the play as he
is dragged off and shot as a traitor; lies drunk, stupified, and in his unshe gets the news that her daugh- realistic world, as he spouts the
ter is pregnant and the father is basic truth in the play that he
'missing' in England. The expected cannot realize, that the world is in
fortune disappears and the furni- a terrible state of chaos .
ture men remove the newly bought
trappings. Everything is stripped
bare, as bare as the room in which
ME
Captain Boyle and Joxer pronounce
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Special Discount to Students
By Presenting Card

23 King North

Waterloo

2500 KING EAST
Kitchener SH 5-6881
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(the 1963 Sophomore Formal)

Friday, November 1, 1963
Dancing 9 to 1:00 a.m.

McLean
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volvement that Goodings wanted
a full-time job.

Custom Tailoring, Alterations and Repairs

ITRAL VOLKSWAGEN

10% Student Discount

1zed Factory Service and New/Used V.W. Sales
Anxious to Serve Anyone Connected with W.l.U. -

32 Regina St. N.

SH. 5-3891
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SPIRTS

From the Sidelines
We Can Outcheer
by Patrick Noon

Hawks Trample Loyola Warriors
Last Saturday the W.U.C. Hawks
defeated previously unbeaten Loyola College 22-6 before a large holiday crowd at Seagram Stadium.
The game was closely called and
the officials seemed to be trying to
call at least one penalty on every
play. Over two hundred yards in
penalties were assessed, and several others were declined.
Waterloo opened the scoring from
a wide field goal attempt early in
the first quarter. Near the end of
the same quarter Dave Robertson
picked up a blocked kick and ran
forty yards for a touchdown. Favot
converted. Neither team scored
again until the last play of the half
when Cass Quinn of Loyola took a
ten yard pass for a touchdown. The
convert hit the goal post and the
half ended 8-6 for Waterloo.

Turek Runs 52 Yards
Only two minutes after the second half kick-off, Ed Turek carried
for fifty-two yards and a touchdown. The convert was good. Early
in the fourth quarter Favot was
stopped on a third and third situation on the Loyola nine yard line.
But only a few minutes later he
came back to score on a ten yard
run. The conversion by Favot gave
him a 9 point game with one touchdown and 3 converts. Ed Turek was
the work-horse of the Waterloo offense when early in the game it
became obvious that Waterloo's
pass offense was weak.

Waterloo Lutheran University
tempts for an average of 11.5 per has expanded in many ways over
carry. Favot carried 13 times for the past year. Athletically speaking, a great change has also been
71 yards for a 5.5 average.
witnessed. Along with this has
Loyola's offense accounted for come a tremendous interest in the
198 yards of which 114 were rush- affairs of our football team. One
ing. The Loyola team had 19 first could sense this change as soon as
down to 18 for Waterloo. Waterloo he returned to campus this year.
kicked six times for an average of
Will the Hawks be able to con34.8 yards while Loyola kicked six
times for an average of only 22.6 tain the high powered offences of
Carleton and Mac? Do we have a
yards.
potent offence? Have we adequate
replacements for the departed veterans? Needless to say, these quesNotes and Quotes:
tions have been answered. The
Special recognition must be giv- Hawks belong in their new league
en to equipment manager Tom Kin- and are a serious threat.
near and football manager Garry
Cuff and his assistant Rick Gorman New Spirit
for their untiring assistance to the
This new spirit really blossomed
football team. These fellows spend forth on October 5th in Hamilton.
long hours at their jobs and their Approximately three hundred and
efforts are gre~tly appreciated by fifty students journeyed to the
the coaching staff and squad.
Steel City and witnessed a heartbreaking
defeat. However, our supFlag football is off and running.
Great enthusiasm has been gener- port was excellent and should have
ated by all concerned. The rumour made Mac supporters ashamed of
is watch out for the Faculty Squad. themselves for their pitiful efforts.
Tom Richardson, rookie end with
the team has some interesting com- A Word of Caution
A word of caution must also be
ments concerning the jump from
added. W.U.C. has tremendous spirhigh school to college ball.
it. Let's not degrade it by becoming
involved in useless disputes which
only injure our reputation.

Mr. Buendorf is
thused about the
Lettermen's Club. He
organization is
versity and will
centive for our
this organization, he
come a better
Anyone who desiree
tion with regard to
in touch with Mr.
Athletic Office whick i
the Theatre Auditoria

and out-cheer them Ill
So, let's forget about
under the stands.
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SWAN ClEANERS
and

Shirt launderers

the new image in 9aJhion!
the new image in

SAME DAY SERVICE

W.U.C. Offense- 272 Yards
Gained
'Vaterloo's total offense amounted to 272 yards; all but thirty were
gained by rushing. Turek alone accounted for 161 yards in 14 at-

Cor. King & University
Waterloo

ZACK'S FASHION C
132-143 King St. W.

Phone SH 5-6511

DOWNINGS GA
WATERLOO

•
•
•
King and Erb Sts. Branch:

DONALD WIGGINS, Manager

University Ave. & Philip St. Br.: Ted Morgan, Officer in Charge
WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WAlK OF liFE SINCE 1817

Foreign Car-Parts and Service
Repairs to all Makes and Modell
24 hr. Emergency Service
(Call SH 4-9390 after 6 p.m.)

LICENCED MECHANICS
WHEEL BALANCING

•

•

lOo/o Discount on Parts to Students
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